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Abstract
Modeling complex physical dynamics is a fundamental task in science and en-
gineering. Traditional physics-based models are interpretable but rely on rigid
assumptions. And the direct numerical approximation is usually computationally
intensive, requiring significant computational resources and expertise. While deep
learning (DL) provides novel alternatives for efficiently recognizing complex pat-
terns and emulating nonlinear dynamics, it does not necessarily obey the governing
laws of physical systems, nor do they generalize well across different systems.
Thus, the study of physics-guided DL emerged and has gained great progress. It
aims to take the best from both physics-based modeling and state-of-the-art DL
models to better solve scientific problems. In this paper, we provide a structured
overview of existing methodologies of integrating prior physical knowledge or
physics-based modeling into DL and discuss the emerging opportunities.
1 Introduction
Modeling complex physics dynamics over a wide range of spatial and temporal scales is a fundamental
task in a wide range of fields including, e.g., fluid dynamics, epidemiology, economics, and neuro-
science [26; 50; 111; 115]. Physics as a discipline, has a long tradition of using first-principled models
to describe spatiotemporal dynamics. The laws of physics have greatly improved our understanding
of the physical world. Many physics laws are described by systems of highly nonlinear differential
equations that have direct implications for understanding and predicting physical dynamics.
However, these equations are usually too complicated to be soluable. The current paradigm of
numerical methods for solution approximation is purely physics-based: known physical laws encoded
in systems of coupled differential equations are solved over space and time via numerical differenti-
ation and integration schemes [48; 49; 75; 52; 87; 93]. However, these methods are tremendously
computationally intensive, requiring significant computational resources and expertise. An alternative
way is seeking simplified models that are based on some reasonable assumptions and can describe the
dynamics to a satisfactory accuracy, such as Reynolds-averaged Navier-stokes equations for turbulent
flows and Euler equations for gas dynamics [17; 34; 114]. But it is highly nontrivial to obtain a
simplified model that can describe a phenomenon to a satisfactory accuracy. More importantly, for
many complex dynamical phenomena, only partial knowledge of their dynamics is known.
Deep Learning (DL) provides efficient alternatives to learn high-dimensional spatiotemporal dynamics
by bypassing numerical approximation. Recent works have shown that DL can generate realistic
predictions and significantly accelerate the simulation of physical dynamics relative to numerical
solvers, from turbulence modeling to weather prediction [117; 60; 59; 58; 55]. This opens up new
opportunities at the intersection of DL and physical sciences. Despite the tremendous progress,
purely data-driven DL models still adhere to the fundamental rules of statistical inference. Without






















governing laws of physical systems. Additionally, DL models often struggle with generalization:
models trained on one dataset cannot adapt properly to unseen scenarios with different distributions.
Distribution shift occurs not only because the dynamics are nonstationary and nonlinear, but also due
to the changes in system parameters, such as initial and boundary conditions. [119].
Neither an DL-only nor physics-only approach can be considered sufficient for learning complex
scientific problems. Therefore, there is a growing need for integrating traditional physics-based
approaches with DL models so that we can take the best of both types of approaches. While
Physics-guided DL is an emerging area, there is already a vast amount of work on this topic
[126; 33; 13; 64; 58; 98]. Physics-guided DL offers a set of tools to blend these physical concepts such
as differential equations and symmetry with deep neural networks. On one hand, these hybrid models
offer great computational benefits over traditional numerical solvers. On the other hand, these models
impose appropriate inductive biases on the DL models, leading to accurate simulation, scientifically
valid predictions, reduced sample complexity, and guaranteed improvement in generalization.
The goal of this paper is to provide structured overview of existing methodologies of incorporating
prior physical knowledge into DL models. The paper is organized as follow. Section 2 describes
five objectives of physics-guided DL. Section 3 outlines four different categories of existing physics-
guided DL models including (1) physics-guided loss function and regularization, (2) physics-guided
design of architecture, (3) hybrid physics-DL models, (4) invariant and equivariant DL models. Each
is further categorized based on either application or method type, and (1), (2), and (4) will lead with
a detailed review of our recent work. Section 4 summarizes the paper and discusses the emerging
opportunities of physics-guided DL for future research.
2 Objectives of Physics-Guided Deep Learning
This section provides a brief overview of the objectives of physics-guided DL. By incorporating
physical principles, governing laws, and domain knowledge into DL models, the rapidly growing
field of physics-guided DL seeks to:
2.1 Accelerate Data Simulation.
Simulation modeling is an important method of analyzing real-world problems, which is easily
verified, communicated, and understood. It provides valuable solutions by giving clear insights into
complex physical systems. Traditional physics-based approaches often rely on running numerical
simulations: known physical laws encoded in systems of coupled differential equations are solved
over space and time via numerical differentiation and integration schemes. These methods require
significant computational resources and expertise. [48; 49; 75; 52; 87; 93].
Recently, DL has demonstrated great success in the automation, acceleration, and streamlining of
highly compute-intensive workflows for science [98; 114; 60]. Deep dynamics models can directly
approximate high-dimensional spatiotemporal dynamics by directly forecasting the future states and
bypassing numerical integration [117; 120; 28; 132; 97; 103; 121]. For instance, generative models,
such as generative adversarial network (GAN), can generate instantaneous high-resolution flow fields
that are statistically similar to those of direct numerical simulation [55; 129]. The computer graphics
community has also investigated using DL to speed up numerical simulations for generating realistic
animations of fluids such as water and smoke [59; 114; 125].
2.2 Build Physically Consistent and Scientifically Sound DL Models.
Despite the tremendous progress of DL for science (e.g., atmospheric science [98], computational
biology [2], material science [14], quantum chemistry [106]), it remains a grand challenge to
incorporate physical principles in a systematic manner to the design, training, and inference of such
models. Purely data-driven DL models still adhere to the fundamental rules of statistical inference.
Without explicit constraints, DL models are prone to make physically implausible predictions,
violating the governing laws of physical systems.
Thus, to build physically consistent and scientifically sound predictive models, we need to use
known physical knowledge to guide DL models to learn the correct underlying dynamics instead of
simply fitting the observed data. For instance, [57; 53; 128; 10] improve the physical and statistical
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consistency of DL models by explicitly regularising the loss function with physical constraints. Hybrid
DL models, e.g., [132; 6; 18] integrate differential equations in DL for temporal dynamics forecasting
and achieve promising performance. [74] and [38] studied tensor invariant neural networks that
can learn the Reynolds stress tensor while preserving Galilean invariance. [117] proposed a hybrid
model that physically consistent with Direct Numerical Simulation by marrying RANS-LES coupling
method and custom-designed U-net. [43; 24] build models upon Hamiltonian and Lagrangian
mechanics that respect conservation laws.
2.3 Improve the generalizability of DL models
DL models often struggle with generalization: models trained on one dataset cannot adapt properly to
unseen scenarios with distributional shifts that may naturally occur in dynamical systems [63; 3; 119].
In addition, most current approaches are still trained to model a specific system. Thus, it is imperative
to develop generalizable DL models that can learn and generalize well across systems with various
parameter domains, initial and boundary conditions.
Prior physics knowledge can be considered as inductive bias that can put a prior distribution on model
class and shrink the model parameter search space. With the guide of physics knowledge, DL models
can better capture the generalizable dynamics from the data that are consistent with physical laws,
and hence be able to generalize to different systems or outside of the training domain.
For instance, embedding symmetries into DL models is one way to improve generalization, which
we will discuss in detail in Section 3.4. For example, [120] demonstrated that encoding of rotation,
scaling and uniform motion symmetries into DL models greatly improves the generalization on
forecasting turbulence. [73] defines a tensor basis neural network to embed the rotational invariance
for improved prediction accuracy. There are many other ways to improve the generalization of DL
models by incorporating other physical knowledge. [121] proposed a meta-learning approach that can
generalize across heterogeneous domains by having an encoder which infers the system parameters.
[37] encodes Lyapunov stability into an autoencoder model for predicting fluid flow and sea surface
temperature. They show improved generalizability and reduced prediction uncertainty for neural nets
that preserve Lyapunov stability.
2.4 Solve Partial Differential Equations
Although the governing equations of many physical systems are known, finding approximate solutions
using numerical algorithms and computers is still prohibitively expensive. DL can greatly reduce the
computation. For example, [78; 79] designed two PDE-Net that can accurately predict the dynamical
behavior of data and have the potential to reveal the underlying PDE model that drives the observed
data. The most common approach is that deep neural networks can be directly used to approximate
the solution of complex coupled differential equations and trained to respect given physical laws.
This approach has shown success in approximating a variety of PDEs [96; 86; 16; 45]. However, poor
generalization to the unseen domain and slow convergence in training have limited its applicability to
many complex physics problems.
2.5 Search for Physical laws
One of main themes of science is the search for fundamental laws of practical problems [33]. When
the governing equations of dynamical systems are known, they allow for accurate mathematical
modeling, robust forecasting, and increased interpretability. However, dynamical systems in many
fields, such as epidemiology, finance, and neuroscience, have no formal analytical descriptions.
Current ML methods for discovery of governing equations is to select from a large set of possible
mathematical terms. [105] applied symbolic regression to differences between computed derivatives
and analytic derivatives to determine the underlying dynamical systems. The seminal work by
[110] proposed to find ordinary differential equations by creating a dictionary of possible terms and
applying sparse regression to select appropriate terms. [66; 100] further extend this method by using
neural networks to construct the dictionary of functions. [15] contributed to this trend by introducing
an efficient first-order conditional gradient algorithm for solving the optimization problem of finding
the best sparse fit to observational data in a large library of potential nonlinear models. Thus, research
in data-driven methods based on DL for discovering physics laws is still quite preliminary.
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3 Physics-Guided DL Methods
This section will explore four classes of methodologies to integrate principles of physics-based
modeling with DL: (1) physics-guided loss function and regularization, (2) physics-guided design of
architecture, (3) hybrid physics-DL models, (4) invariant and equivariant DL models.
3.1 Physics-Guided Loss Functions and Regularization
Complex physics dynamics occur over a wide range of spatial and temporal scales. Standard DL
models simply fit the observed data while fail to learn the correct underlying dynamics, thus leading to
low physical consistency and poor generalizability. One of simplest and most widely used approaches
to solve this problem is via incorporating physics into loss functions (regularization). Physics-
guided loss functions (regularization) can assist DL models to capture correct and generalizable
dynamic patterns that are consistent with physical laws. Furthermore, the loss functions constrained
by physics laws can reduce the possible search space of parameters. This approach is sometimes
referred to as imposing “soft” constraints, which will be contrasted with imposing “hard” constraints
(physics-guided architecture) in the next section. In this section, we will start with a simple example
of physics-guided loss in our previous work, and categorize this type of methods based on their
objectives.
Case Study: Divergence Free Regularizer [118] studied the task of forecasting two-dimensional
raw velocity fields of incompressible turbulent flow with convolutional models. Incompressible fluid
flows have zero divergence everywhere. The models are trained to make forward predictions given
the historic frames. In the proposed physics-guided model, TF-Net, apart from the regular MSE
loss between target and predictions, it includes additional a divergence-free regularizer to reduce the
divergence of turbulent flow predictions during training, as shown below.
Loss = ‖ŵ −w‖2 + λ‖∇ · ŵ‖2 (1)
where w is velocity and λ is a hyper-parameter that controls the weight of the divergence free
regularizer. By peneralizing the divergence of predictions, the proposed model is able to obey the
mass conservation law. However, there is a subtle trade-off between MSE and divergence. Although
constraining the model with the divergence-free regularizer can reduce the divergence of the model
predictions, too much constraint has the side effect of smoothing out the small eddies, which may
result in a larger prediction error.
Improving Prediction Physics-guided regularization has shown great success in improving the
prediction accuracy and physical consistency of DL models. [9; 11] enforce the law of energy
conservation via loss functions in neural networks. [57] ensured that the predictions are physically
meaningful by regularizing that the denser water predictions are at lower depths than predictions
of less dense water. [53] introduced a loss term of thermal energy conservation for simulating lake
temperature. [135] incorporated the loss of atomic force and atomic energy into neural nets for
improved accuracy of simulating molecular dynamics. [76] proposed a novel multifidelity physics-
constrained neural network for material modeling, in which the neural net was constrained by
the losses caused by the violations of the model, initial conditions, and boundary conditions. [42]
improves the physical consistency of the high-resolution flow fields generated by CNNs by minimizing
the PDE residuals. [31] proposed a novel paradigm for spatiotemporal dynamics forecasting that
performs spatiotemporal disentanglement using the functional variable separation. The specific-
designed time invariance and regression loss functions ensure the separation of spatial and temporal
information. They experimentally demonstrated the proposed model outperforms prior state-of-the-art
methods on physical and synthetic video datasets.
Data Generation There is an increasing interest in constraining generative models of simulating
physical dynamics with physics-guided loss for better physical consistency. [128] enforced the
constraints of covariance into Generative Adversarial Networks (GAN) via statistical regularization,
which leads to faster training and better physical consistency compared with standard GAN. [129]
proposed tempoGAN for super-resolution fluid flow, in which an advection difference loss is used to
enforce the temporal coherence of fluid simulation. [124] modified ESRGAN, which is a conditional
GAN designed for super-resolution, by replacing the adversarial loss with a loss that penalizes errors
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in the energy spectrum of the generated images by comparing against the spectrum of the ground
truth data. Conditional GAN is applied to emulating numeric hydroclimate models in [81]. The
simluation performance is further improved by penalizing the snow water equivalent via loss function.
[59] proposed a generative model to simulate fluid flows, in which a novel stream function-based loss
function is designed to ensure divergence-free motion for incompressible flows.
Solving Differential Equations Physics-guided loss functions have also been widely used to solve
differential equations. [86; 85; 96; 1; 109] directly approximate the solution differential equations
with deep neural nets given space and time as input while the governing equation is enforced in
the loss function. However, this type of methods cannot generalize to the unseen domain [63; 3].
[136] proposed a convolutional encoder-decoder architecture as well as a conditional flow-based
generative model for surrogate modeling based on the loss of PDE constraints. [95] utilizes DL
simultaneously with mechanistic modeling, where neural nets are used to approximate high-order
or unknown parts of the differential equations. [43] proposed Hamiltonian Neural Nets that
parameterizes a Hamiltonian with a neural network and then learn it directly from data. Similarly,
[24] proposed Lagrangian Neural Nets that parameterizes the Lagrangian with a neural network
and trained it with the Euler-Lagrange constraint.
3.2 Physics-Guided Design of Architecture
While incorporating physical constraints via loss functions has been demonstrated effective for
improving performance of DL models, DL is still used as a black box in most cases. Since the
modularity of neural networks offers opportunities for the design of novel neurons, layers or blocks
that encode specific physical properties. Research into physics-guided neural architectures is getting
increasingly active. The advantage of physics-guided NN architectures is that they can be used to
impose “hard” constraints that are strictly enforced, compared to the “soft” constraints described in
the previous section. The “soft” constraints are much easier to design and use than hard constraints,
yet not required to be strictly satisfied. And their relative importance to the standard MSE loss is
tunable, so there are no generalizability guarantees. DL models with physics-guided architectures
have theoretically guaranteed properties, and hence are more interpretable and generalizable.
Figure 1: Turbulent Flow Net: three identical encoders to learn the transformations of the three
components of different scales, and one shared decoder that learns the interactions among these three
components to generate the predicted 2D velocity field at the next instant. Each encoder-decoder pair
can be viewed as a U-net and the aggregation is weighted summation.
Case Study: Turbulent-Flow Net [117] proposed Turbulent-Flow Net (TF-Net), as shown
in Figure 1, which is a physics-guided DL model for turbulent flow prediction. It applies scale
separation to model different ranges of scales of the turbulent flow individually. Computational
techniques are at the core of present-day turbulence investigations. Direct Numerical Simulation
(DNS) are accurate but not computationally feasible for practical applications. Great emphasis was
placed on the alternative approaches including Large Eddy Simulation (LES) and Reynolds-averaged
Navier-Stokes (RANS). Both resort to resolving large scales While modeling small scales, using
various averaging techniques and/or low-pass filtering of the governing equations [87; 93].
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Building upon a promising computational fluid dynamics technique, the RANS-LES coupling
approach [36] that combines both RANS and LES approaches in order to take advantage of both
methods, TF-Net replaces a priori spectral filters with trainable convolutional layers. The turbulent
flow is decomposed into three components, each of which is approximated by a specialized U-net to
preserve the multiscale properties of the flow. A shared decoder learns the interactions among these
three components and generate the final prediction. The motivation for this design is to explicitly
guide the ML model to learn the nonlinear dynamics of large-scale and SGS motions as relevant to
the task of spatio-temporal prediction.
Besides RMSE, physically relevant metrics including turbulence kinetic energy, divergence and
energy spectrum are used to evaluate the performance of the models’ prediction. Figure 2 shows
TF-Net consistently outperforms all baselines on RMSE, physically relevant metrics (Divergence
and Energy Spectrum) as well as average time to produce single velocity field. Constraining it
with divergence free regularizer ‖∇ ·w‖ (where w is velocity) can further reduce the RMSE and
Divergence. Figure 3 shows the ground truth and predicted velocity u by TF-Net and three best
baselines. We see that the predictions by our TF-Net model are the closest to the target based
on the shape and frequency of the motions. Thus, TF-Net is able to generate both accurate and
physically meaningful predictions of the velocity fields that preserve critical quantities of relevance.
Furthermore, TFNet has a significantly smaller number of parameters than most baselines, and hence
is a compact and efficient model. For more details, please refer to [117].
Figure 2: From left to right: Root mean square errors of different models’ predictions at varying
forecasting horizon; Mean absolute divergence of different models’ predictions at varying forecasting
horizon; The Energy Spectrum of target, TF-Net, U-net and ResNet on the leftmost square sub-
region; Average time to produce one 64 × 448 2D velocity field on single V100 GPU.
Figure 3: Ground truth and predicted velocity u by TF-Net and three best baselines (U-Net, ResNet
and GAN) at time T + 10, T + 30 to T + 60 (suppose T is the time step of the last input frame).
Convolutional Models [54] designed a PDE layer to strictly enforce PDE constraints for super-
resolution of turbulence. [25] modified the LSTM units to introduce an intermediate variable to
strictly preserve monotonicity in a NN model of lake temperature. [11] designed conservation layers
to strictly enforce conservation laws in their NN emulator of atmospheric convection. [88] proposed
PhyDNN that uses physics guided structural priors and physics-guided aggregate supervision for
modeling the drag forces acting on each particle in a computational fluid dynamics-discrete element
Method. [106] proposed continuous-filter convolutional layers for modeling quantum interactions
and they obtained a joint model for the total energy and interatomic forces that follows fundamental
quantumchemical principles. [132] dsigned HybridNet for dynamics predictions that combines
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data-driven learning with ConvLSTM to predict external forces with model-driven computation with
CeNN for system dynamics. HybridNet is shown higher accuracy on the tasks of forecasting heat
convection-diffusion and fluid dynamics. [47] proposes to combine deep learning and a differentiable
PDE solver for understanding and controlling complex nonlinear physical systems over a long time
horizon. The method introduces a predictor-corrector scheme, which employs a hierarchical structure
that temporally divides the problem into more manageable subproblems, and uses models specialized
in different time scales to solve the subproblems recursively.
Graph Neural Networks For graph neural networks, [103] designed a deep encoder-processor-
decoder graphic architecture for simulating fluid dynamics, where rich physical states are represented
by graphs of interacting particles, and complex dynamics are approximated by learned message-
passing among nodes. [92] utilized similar graphic networks to learn mesh-based simulation and
proposed the adaptive remeshing algorithm that allows people to accurately predict dynamics at both
large and small scales. In [102], graph networks were also used to represent, learn, and infer physical
systems, bodies and joints. [51] presented a physics-guided encoder-decoder video prediction model.
The estimated velocity from the encoder is fed to an differentiable physics simulator in the middle,
which generates future predictions of object positions. The output of this simulator is fed to a
co-ordinate consistent graphic to render the corresponding output image. Results on three body
interactions and an MNIST digit motion dataset show promising performance. [4] proposed a Neural
Operator approach that learns the mapping between function spaces, and is invariant to different
approximations and grids. More specifically, it used message passing graph network to learn the
Green’s function from the data and then the learned Green’s function can used to compute the final
solution of PDEs. [72] further extended it to Fourier Neural Operator by replacing the kernel
integral operator with a convolution operator defined in Fourier space.
Koopman theory The interplay between Koopman theory [62] and DL has gained increasing
popularity in the last few years. Koopman theory shows that it is possible to represent a nonlinear
dynamical system in terms of an infinite-dimensional linear operator acting on a Hilbert space of
measurement functions of the state of the system. This Koopman operator is linear, and its spectral
decomposition completely characterizes the behavior of a nonlinear system. An approximation of
the Koopman operator can be computed via the Dynamic Mode Decomposition algorithm [104] but
we need to prepare nonlinear observables manually according to the underlying dynamics, which is
not always possible since we usually do not have any prior knowledge about them. Thus, [130; 112]
proposed novel methods that use neural nets to directly learn a dictionary of nonlinear observables
from data that spans a Koopman invariant subspace, and outperformed state-of-the-art methods. [80]
further generalize DL models for learning the Koopman operator to systems with continuous spectra.
[71] proposed to learn compositional Koopman operators, using graph neural networks to encode the
state into object centric embeddings and using a block-wise linear transition matrix to regularize the
shared structure across objects. [7] proposed a novel consistent Koopman autoencoder model that
promote the consistency of both the forward and backward systems, while other models only consider
the forward system. The proposed model performs well on noisy data and for long time predictions.
3.3 Hybrid Physics-DL Model
Another efficient and effective way to encode physical principles into NN architecture is to combine
complete physics-based models with DL models.
Intermediate Variable Modeling DL models can be used to replace one or more components of
physics-based models that are difficult to compute or unknown. For example, [114] replaced the
numerical pressure solver with convolution networks in the procedure of Eulerian fluid simulation,
and the obtained results are realistic and showed good generalization properties. [90] proposed to use
neural nets to reconstruct the model corrections in terms of variables that appear in the closure model.
[29] applied a U-net to estimate the velocity field given the historical temperature frames, then used
the estimated velocity to forecast the sea surface temperature based on the closed-form solution of
the advection-diffusion equation. [82] combined the high-dimensional model representation with
NNs to build multidimensional potential, in which NNs are used to represent HDMR component
functions that minimize the error mode term by mode term.
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Residual Modeling Another traditional and popular way is residual modeling, where DL learns
to predict the errors or residuals made by physics-based models. The key is to learn the bias of
physics-based models and correct it with the help of DL models [41; 113]. In [60], CNNs are used
to correct the the velocity field from the numerical solver on a coarse grid. [84] utilized neural
networks to do subgrid modelling for the LES of two-dimensional turbulence. In [101], a neural
network closure model is implemented in the ROM framework to compensate the errors due to the
model reduction. [56] proposed DR-RNN that is trained to find the residual minimizer of numerically
discretized ODEs or PDEs. They showed that DR-RNN can greatly reduce both computational cost
and time discretization error of the reduced order modeling framework. [27] combines graph neural
nets with a CFD simulator run on coarse mesh to generate high-resolution fluid flow prediction. [131]
introduced the APHYNITY framework that can efficiently augment approximate physical models with
deep data-driven networks. A key feature is being able to decompose the problem in such a way that
the data-driven model only models what cannot be captured by the physical model.
Neural Differential Equations [19] developed a continuous depth NN for solving ordinary dif-
ferential equations, Neural ODE. They changed the traditionally discretized neuron layer depths
into continuous equivalents such that the derivative of the hidden state can be parameterized using a
neural network. The output of the network is computed using a blackbox differential equation solver.
This allows for increased computational efficiency due to the simplification of the backpropagation
step of training. Neural ODEs have been widely used for time-series modeling, supervised learning,
and density estimation. [32] introduced Augmented Neural ODE that is more expressive, empirically
more stable and more lower computationally efficient than Neural ODEs. More importantly, it can
learn functions that Neural ODEs cannot represent. [94] further extended this idea of continuous
neural nets to graph convolutions, and proposed Graph Neural ODE. [77] proposed Neural Stochastic
Differential Equation (Neural SDE), which models stochastic noise injection by stochastic differential
equations. They demonstrated that incorporating the noise injection regularization mechanism to the
continuous neural network can reduce overfitting and achieve lower generalization error.



























Figure 4: Left: Illustration of equivariance: f(x) = 2x w.r.t T = rot(π/4); Right: Detail of the
DyAd encoder. The conv3D layers are shift equivariant and global mean pooling is shift invariant.
The network is approximately invariant to spatial and temporal shifts.
Developing neural nets that preserve symmetries has been a fundamental task in image recognition
[23; 122; 21; 20; 70; 61; 8; 127; 22; 39; 123; 30; 99]. In physics, there is also a deep connection
between symmetries and physics. Noether’s law gives a correspondence between conserved quantities
and groups of symmetries. By building a neural network which inherently respects a given symmetry,
we thus make conservation of the associated quantity more likely and consequently the model’s
prediction more physically accurate. Furthermore, by designing a model that is inherently equivariant
to transformations of its inputs, we can guarantee that our model generalizes automatically across
these transformations, making it robust to distributional shift.
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A group of symmetries or simply group consists of a set G together with a associative composition
map ◦ : G × G → G. The composition map has an identity 1 ∈ G and composition with any
element of G is required to be invertible. A group G has an action on a set S if there is an action
map · : G × S → S which is compatible with the composition law. We say further that S is a
G-representation if the set S is a vector space and the group acts on S by linear transformations.
Let f : X → Y be a function and G be a group. Assume G acts on X and Y . The function f
is G-equivariant if f(gx) = gf(x) for all x ∈ X and g ∈ G. The function f is G-invariant if
f(gx) = f(x) for all x ∈ X and g ∈ G. See Figure 4 for an illustration of an equivariant function.
Case Study: Equivariant Deep Dynamics Models In our paper [120], we studied the symmetries
of fluid dynamics. The Navier-Stokes equations are invariant under the following five different
transformations. Individually, each of these types of transformations generates a group of symmetries
of the system.
• Space translation: T spc w(x, t) = w(x− c, t), c ∈ R2,
• Time translation: T timeτ w(x, t) = w(x, t− τ), τ ∈ R,
• Uniform motion: T umc w(x, t) = w(x, t) + c, c ∈ R2,
• Rotation/Reflection: T rotR w(x, t) = Rw(R
−1x, t), R ∈ O(2),
• Scaling: T scλ w(x, t) = λw(λx, λ
2t), λ ∈ R>0.
We tailored different methods for incorporating each symmetry into CNNs for spatiotemporal
dynamics forecasting. CNNs are time translation-equivariant when we use it in an autoregressive
manner. Convolutions are also naturally space translation equivariant. Scale equivariance in dynamics
is unique as the physical law dictates the scaling of magnitude, space and time simultaneously. To
achieve this, they replaced the standard convolution layers with group correlation layers over the
group G = (R>0, ·) n (R2,+) of both scaling and translations.The G-correlation upgrades this
operation by both translating and scaling the kernel relative to the input,
v(p, s, µ) =
∑
λ∈R>0,t∈R,q∈Z2
µw(p+ µq, µ2t, λ)K(q, s, t, λ), (2)
where s and t denote the indices of output and input channels respectively. We add an axis to the
tensors corresponding the scale factor µ.
And the rotational symmetry was modeled using SO(2)-equivariant convolutions and activations
within the E(2)-CNN framework of [122]. Uniform motion transformation is adding a constant vector
field to the vector field, which is part of Galilean invariance and relevant to all non-relativistic physics
modeling. And the uniform motion equivariance is enforced by conjugating the model with shifted
input distribution. Basically, or each sliding local block in each convolutional layer, we shift the
mean of input tensor to zero and shift the output back after convolution and activation function per
sample. In other words, if the input is Pb×din×s×s and the output isQb×dout = σ(P ·K) for one
sliding local block, where b is batch size, d is number of channels, s is the kernel size, and K is the
kernel, then
µi = Meanjkl (Pijkl) ; Pijkl 7→ Pijkl − µi; Qij 7→Qij + µi. (3)
This will allow the convolution layer to be equivariant with respect to uniform motion. If the input is
a vector field, we apply this operation to each element.
The DL models used are ResNet and U-Net, and their equivariant counterparts. Spatiotemporal
prediction is done autoregressively. Standard RMSE and a RMSE computed on the energy spectra
are used to measure performance. The models are tested on Rayleigh-Bénard convection (RBC) and
reanalysis ocean current velocity data. For RBC, the test sets have random transformations from
the relevant symmetry groups applied to each sample. This mimics real-world data in which each
sample has an unknown reference frame. For ocean data, tests are also performed on different time
ranges and different domains from the training set, representing distributional shifts. Figure 5 shows
the equivariant models perform significantly better than their non-equivariant counterparts on both
simulated RBC data and reanalysis ocean currents. They also show equivariant models also achieve
much lower energy spectrum errors.
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Figure 5: Top: The ground truth and the predicted velocity norm fields ‖w‖2 of RBC at time step 1,
5 and 10 by the ResNet and four Equ-ResNets on four test samples applied with random uniform
motion, magnitude, rotation and scaling transformations respectively. The first column is the target,
the second is ResNet predictions, and the third is predictions by Equ-ResNets. Bottom: The ground
truth and predicted velocity norm fields of ocean currents by ResNet and four Equ-ResNets on the
test set.
Fluid Dynamics [121] utilized an encoder capable of extracting the time-invariant and translation-
invariant part of a dynamical system, which then is used to guide the main forecaster to generate
accurate predictions across heterogeneous domains. Time-invariance is achieved by using 3D
convolution and global mean pooling as shown in Figure 4. [73] designed a tensor basis neural
network that embeds the fundamental principle of rotational invariance into turbulence modeling
for improved prediction accuracy. It added a final higher-order multiplicative layer in NN to ensure
the prediction lies on a rotationally invariant tensor basis. In [83], weights and biases of neurons
are constrained so that predictions from the NN are guaranteed to preserve even/odd symmetry and
energy conservation.
Molecular Dynamics [5] designed Cormorant, a rotationally covariant neural network architecture
for learning the behavior and properties of complex many-body physical systems. Cormorant
achieves promising results in learning molecular potential energy surfaces on the MD-17 dataset
and learning geometric, energetic, electronic, and thermodynamic properties of molecules on the
GDB-9 dataset. [108] proposed a model for autoregressive generation of 3D molecular structures
with reinforcement learning. The method uses equivariant state representations for autoregressive
generation, built largely from Cormorant, and integrating such representations within an existing
actor-critic RL generation framework. [106] proposed to use continuous-filter convolutional layers
for modeling quantum interactions while incorporate the invariance of the molecular energy with
respect to rotation, translation and atom indexing by using interatomic distances. [134] proposed an
end-to-end modeling framework that preserves all natural symmetries of a molecular system using an
embedding procedure that maps the input to symmetry-preserving components.
Quantum Mechanics Invariant quantities can be Incorporated into DL models via the Hamiltonian
and Lagrangian functions. The Hamiltonian of a system is the sum of the kinetic energies of all
particles, plus the potential energy of the particles associated with the system. Lagrangian mechanics
models the energies in a system rather than the forces. The Lagrangian function is the kinetic
energy (energy of motion) minus the potential energy. [43] proposed Hamiltonian Neural Nets
(HNN) that parameterizes a Hamiltonian with a neural network and then learn it directly from data.
The invariance (conservation) of desired quantities is constrained during training. The proposed
model has shown success in predicting mass-spring and pendulum systems. Similarly, [24] proposed
Lagrangian Neural Nets (LNN) that parameterizes the Lagrangian with a neural network and
trained it with the Euler-Lagrange constraint. The neural network then learns to approximately
conserve the total energy of the system. [40] further simplify the HNN and LNN via explicit constraints.
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[68] further introduced a meta-learning approach in HNN to find the structure of the Hamiltonian that
can be adapted quickly to a new instance of a physical system.
Other Applications In a traffic forecasting application, [116] proposed a novel model,
Equivariant Continuous COnvolution (ECCO) that uses rotationally equivariant continuous
convolutions to embed the symmetries of the system for improved trajectory prediction. The ro-
tational equivariance is achieved by a weight sharing scheme within kernels in polar coordinates.
ECCO achieves superior performance to baselines on two real-world trajectory prediction datasets,
Argoverse and TrajNet++. Invariance can also be embeded into generative models, [107] encodes
known invariance by utilizing an invariance loss function for training the generator.
4 Discussion
In this paper, we systematically review the recent progress in physics-guided DL methods. By
being constrained with physics-informed loss regularizers, equipped with physics-based models,
leveraged with physics-guided design or encoded with symmetry, the DL models can achieve better
physical consistency, higher accuracy, increased data efficiency, improved generalization and greater
interpretability. This survey also uncovers emerging opportunities of learning physical dynamics with
deep learning for future study.
Improving Generalization Generalization is a fundamental problem in machine learning. Most DL
models for dynamics modeling still struggle with generalization and are still trained to model a specific
system. Based on our review in the last section, we see that incorporating prior physics knowledge
can guide DL models to better learn complex patterns that are consistent with the physics laws from
data, thus more robust and generalizable to unseen scenarios. Additionally, this survey focuses on
how prior physics knowledge can help DL to learn physical dynamics. Actually, some advanced
learning strategies in machine learning can also contribute to improving generalization. For example,
in [121], we proposed a model-based meta-learning method called DyAd which can generalize across
heterogeneous domains of real-world ocean dynamics. However, a truely trustworthy and reliable
model for learning physical dynamics should be able to generalize across systems with various
parameters, external forces, or boundary conditions while preserve high accuracy. Thus, further
research into reliable and generalizable physics-guided DL is needed.
Theoretical Analysis The research into the theoretical analysis of learning nonstationary and
chaotic dynamics with DL is lacking. Current learning theory of DL is based on the typical assump-
tion of both training and test data being identically and independently distributed (i.i.d.) samples
from some unknown distribution [133; 69; 89]. However, this assumption does not hold for most
dynamical systems, where observations at different times and locations may be highly correlated.
[119] empirically showed that DL models fail to generalize under shifted distributions in both the
data and parameter domains that naturally happens in dynamical systems. [65] provided the first
generalization guarantees for time series forecasting with sequence-to-sequence models. The derived
upper bound is expressed in terms of measures of non-stationarity and correlation strength as well
as the Rademacher complexity. To better understand the performance of DL on learning physical
dynamics, we need to derive a generalization bound expressed in terms of the characteristics of the
dynamics, such as the order and dimensions of the governing equations. Theoretical study can inspire
research into developing generalizable and reliable models for learning dynamical systems.
Control and Design This survey primarily focuses on how DL can be used to model and predict
complex physical dynamics. Next promising step would be, given the dynamics, how to design the
environment to control it. For instance, automated computational fluid dynamics (CFD) analysis and
control theory have been widely applied to aircraft design [35]. CFD can also be used to predict
smoke and fire risks in buildings, quantify indoor environment quality and design natural ventilation
systems [67]. How DL can assist and accelerate these processes still requires in-depth study.
Causal Inference in Dynamical Systems A fundamental pursuit in science is to find causal rela-
tionships. In terms of dynamical systems, one may ask which variables influence other variables,
either directly or indirectly through intermediates. While traditional approaches to discovery of cau-
sation are through conducting controlled real experiments variables[91; 12], data-driven approaches
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have been proposed to detect causal relations from observational data in the past few decades [46; 44].
Most data-driven approaches do not directly address learning causality with big data. Many questions
remain open, such as using causality to improve DL models and disentangling complex and multiple
treatments. Additionally, we are also interested in the system’s response under interventions. For
instance, when we use DL to model the COVID-19 dynamics, we need to make accurate predictions
under different government regulations such that the government can make the correct decisions and
better control the spread of the pandemic.
Search for Physical Laws Another promising direction is to seek physics laws with the help of
DL. The search for fundamental laws of practical problems is the main theme of science. When
the governing equations of dynamical systems are known, they allow for accurate mathematical
modeling, increased interpretability, and robust forecasting. However, current methods are limited to
selecting from a large dictionary of possible mathematical terms [105; 110; 66; 100]. But research
on data-driven methods based on DL for discovering physics laws are still quite preliminary.
Efficient Computation Given the rapid growth in high-performance computation, we need to
improve automation, acceleration streamlining of highly compute-intensive workflows for science.
We should focus on how to efficiently train, test, and deploy complex physics-guided DL models
on large datasets and high performance computing systems, such that these models can be quickly
utilized to solve real-world scientific problems.
In conclusion, given the availability of abundant data and rapid growth in computation and DL, we
envision that the integration of physics and DL will play an increasingly essential role in advancing
scientific discovery and addressing important environmental modeling problems.
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